Attestation of Conformity

No. E8A 14 12 68043 015

Holder of Certificate: SHANGHAI AMP&MOONS' AUTOMATION CO., LTD
NO.168, MINGJIA ROAD
201107 SHANGHAI
PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA

Name of Object: Motor, drive-BLD Series Drive

Model(s): BLD5-A, BLD10-A, BLD5-R, BLD10-R

Description of Object:
- Rated input voltage: 12-48 VDC
- Rated output current: 5A (BLD5-A, BLD5-R)
- Protection class: 10A (BLD10-A, BLD10-R)

Tested according to: EN 61800-3/A1:2012

This Attestation of Conformity is issued on a voluntary basis according to the Directive 2014/30/EU relating to electromagnetic compatibility. It confirms that the listed apparatus complies with all essential requirements of the directive and is based on the technical specifications applicable at the time of issuance. It refers only to the particular sample submitted for testing and certification. See also notes overleaf.

Test report no.: 708881424903-00

Date, 2015-01-19 (Hui Tong)

After preparation of the necessary technical documentation as well as the EU declaration of conformity the required CE marking can be affixed on the product. That declaration of conformity is issued under the sole responsibility of the manufacturer. Other relevant EU-directives have to be observed.